Laxey Learners at Home this term (Further ideas to augment home-learning)
YEAR 6 / Changes

Extension activities….
• Watch the music video Titanium by David Guetta.
https://www.literacyshed.com/the-music-video-shed.html.
Watch a few times and discuss the following questions:
How does the boy change from the first scene to the
last? What do you think happened to his family and
what will the future hold for him? There are some
challenges on this page, so choose some and share any
of your writing with class members on google drive or
even collaborate on a story. An extension could be to
choose a favourite song and make your own music video,
telling a story about change.
* Cooking is a great way to explore ratio and proportion.
Try adjusting recipes to make different quantities. For
example, work out the answer for this: ‘A recipe uses
240 g of oats to make 18 flapjacks. What quantity of
oats is needed for 24 flapjacks?
* Trips to the shops (even online ones!) provide fantastic
opportunities for exploring decimals and percentages.
Find answers to questions like: How much will we spend
if we buy 3 boxes of eggs that cost £1.80 each? What
does each tin of tomatoes priced at 60p actually cost if
there is a 3 for 2 special offer? What is the new price
of a £3.40 book if there is 25% off? How much popcorn
will we have if we buy a 500g bag and get 20% extra
free?
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* Watch this land erosion video. How are communities
being changed by nature? What are the main causes of
land erosiaon in this news report? What can be done to
stop erosion like this? How do people change the way
they live to live in these communities? Complete the
challenges in the Google folder to learn more about
erosion.

Possible weblinks
*https://www.literacyshed.com/the-music-videoshed.html Music video literacy challenges.
* https://bananagrams.com/blog/free-bananagrams-andcobra-paw-activity-sheets The Bananagrams Team
has started publishing weekly word-based challenges
on their website.
*https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/
1v9eFXiWI40zheGFKqtq618G1FH8GmjU7 Class 6 Google
resource folder
* https://www.topmarks.co.uk/ Maths and Spelling games
* https://spellingframe.co.uk/ Spelling activities, games
and quizzes based on our spelling list and spelling
rules
* https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z6wwxnb This
site is great as there are lots of different lessons for
our science unit - Animals, Including Humans.
* https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/primary-resource/rosaparks-primary-resource/ This site has lots of resources
for those who want to research popular topics. For
instance, this link takes you to Rosa Parks, who helped
to “CHANGE” civil rights. Maybe a fact file or
comparing her life to Martin Luther King Jr. or Nelson
Mandela. How could one simple action change societies
values?
* https://authorfy.com/10minutechallenges/ This site has
fun challenges set by famous authors and illustrators
along with other resources for writing.
* https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-6/ have
daily lessons and are currently revisiting work we have
completed on fractions.

